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The trend of newspapers started during the golden era of Julius Caesar, around 60 B.C. when the
first hand written news sheet government bulletin was announced by the Roman Empire. These
bulletins were carved in stones or metal sheets and put up at public places. The news sheets
contained the daily acts of the Roman Empire. As the time passed by and the number of Kingdoms
and Empires increased it became a tedious task for the rulers to give out the news sheets. Thanks
to the Industrial revolution, Tamil Newspaper publication became a large scale industry in almost
every country. Newspapers became a huge source of relevant information and its demand kept on
increasing among the people. Even today there are many newspapers and journals printed in the
regional languages for their particular states.

Tamil Newspaper is printed in the Tamil language, the local language of Tamil Nadu. The first Tamil
newspaper was printed in 1951. They are published all over the globe including countries like Sri
Lanka, Singapore, Malaysia, United Kingdom, Canada, United States of America, Australia and
other middle eastern countries. These dailyâ€™s have their own speciality. These newspapers give
details about the state, nation and the whole world. They are divided into sub-domains like State,
Nation, World, Sports, Kollywood, and Classifieds & Matrimonial. Though newspapers are published
in many languages but the local lingual newspaper gives a better view of the information required by
a person.

All the local news can be availed from the local newspaper easily. The best way to access a local
Tamil Newspaper is through the medium of the online platform.   The online newspapers cost cheap
compared to the print format. These online subcriptions are easy to access and most of the time can
be availed for free. Even if you are travelling, you can get an access to the local news of your
country or state easily just through a click.

There a many websites that avail you with the facility to get the online newspaper accesiibility.
These sites can be accessed from any where conviniently. Most of these websites are built on a
user friendly platform and so any one can operate upon them.
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Khalil Huseni - About Author:
Dobazaar is a UAE based online bookstore that offers all types of a Tamil Newspaper. Buy a Tamil
Newspaper Dinamalar Online and get free Delivery at your doorstep
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